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ABSTRACT
Humans and robots need to work together as a team to accomplish certain shared
goals due to the limitations of current robot capabilities. Human assistance is required
to accomplish the tasks as human capabilities are often better suited for certain tasks
and they complement robot capabilities in many situations. Given the necessity of
human-robot teams, it has been long assumed that for the robotic agent to be an
effective team member, it must be equipped with automated planning technologies
that helps in achieving the goals that have been delegated to it by their human
teammates as well as in deducing its own goal to proactively support its human
counterpart by inferring their goals. However there has not been any systematic
evaluation on the accuracy of this claim.
In my thesis, I perform human factors analysis on effectiveness of such automated
planning technologies for remote human-robot teaming. In the first part of my study,
I perform an investigation on effectiveness of automated planning in remote human-
robot teaming scenarios. In the second part of my study, I perform an investigation on
effectiveness of a proactive robot assistant in remote human-robot teaming scenarios.
Both investigations are conducted in a simulated urban search and rescue (USAR)
scenario where the human-robot teams are deployed during early phases of an emer-
gency response to explore all areas of the disaster scene. I evaluate through both the
studies, how effective is automated planning technology in helping the human-robot
teams move closer to human-human teams. I utilize both objective measures (like
accuracy and time spent on primary and secondary tasks, Robot Attention Demand,
etc.) and a set of subjective Likert-scale questions (on situation awareness, immedi-
acy etc.) to investigate the trade-offs between different types of remote human-robot
teams. The results from both the studies seem to suggest that intelligent robots with
automated planning capability and proactive support ability is welcomed in general.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
There is a compelling need for teaming between humans and robots due to the
fact that human capabilities often complement robot capabilities in many situations.
For example, Hiroaki Kitano [21] proposed Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) as a
Grand Challenge problem to the robotics community, arguing there were significant
challenges to be surmounted in the areas of human-robot interaction and multirobot
operation. If robots are to form effective teams with humans, they must function as
other humans do in human-human teams. To achieve such effectiveness and as well
accomplish the scenario objectives, there needs to be a technology on the robot that
can generate autonomous behaviors similar to its human counterparts. Automated
planning system is one such technology that enables autonomy by allowing an agent to
reason directly about goals and supports high level (task or sub-task) decision making
beyond low level motion commands. In my thesis, I investigate through human factor
studies, the effectiveness of incorporating automated planning technologies into the
robot to facilitate human-robot teaming.
Based on the physical distance between the human and robot, there are two cat-
egories of human-robot interaction: remote and proximal. In remote human-robot
team, the human interacting with the robot has access to the sensor feeds (e.g., vi-
sual feeds from camera) on the robot and can remotely communicate with the robot
through a two way interaction interface. However, the human and the robot can-
not closely coordinate due to communication constraints. In proximal human-robot
teaming, the human agent physically participates with the robot in the execution of
shared collaborative manipulation tasks [33] and both the agents are more coupled.
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My thesis focuses only on remote human-robot teaming scenarios as the ability to do
high level task planning is more critical here.
In such remote interaction scenarios, an automated planner component is consid-
ered to be vital since it aids the robot to make its own plan to achieve the goals
assigned to it, with only minimal direction and assistance from the human. However
there are several challenges involved in incorporating an automated planner in such
scenarios. For example, complete task information in real-world applications often
cannot be modelled in its entirety due to dynamic environmental influences, practical-
ity issues and several other factors. Also information asymmetry may exist between
human and the robot teammate due to the fact that certain task updates require
manual processing, which is prone to interpretation delay or that certain knowledge
or information cannot be easily incorporated into the robots planning model. An-
other concern arises when robots infer human teammates goal and make proactive
plans to help them achieve their goal. There are several ways teaming effectiveness
can be reduced in such scenarios. Example: The robot performing unanticipated ac-
tions, misinterpretations and delays in goal and intent recognition component due to
partial observations and limited communication. I perform two human factor studies
as shown in Fig. 1.1 to evaluate the effectiveness of automated planning technologies
in remote human-robot teams by considering all these challenges.
In the first part of my study, where I perform an investigation on the effectiveness
of automated planning in remote human-robot teaming scenarios, I use two types of
remote human-robot teams, supervised and peer-to-peer (P2P). In supervised human-
robot interaction, human himself computes the plan to achieve the global goal, and
then directly provides motion commands through the interaction interface for the
robot to handle. In peer-to-peer teaming, the robot has a planning capability and
it computes the plan to achieve the goal, and then recommends the current action
2
Figure 1.1: Human Factor Studies on Automated Planning Technologies for Remote
Human-Robot Teams
through the interaction interface to the human agent. However, the humans may feel
uncomfortable at such robot autonomy, which can potentially reduce teaming per-
formance. Furthermore information asymmetry due to incomplete task information
in such scenarios can also reduce performance. I collect and investigate both ob-
jective and subjective measures to establish the trade-offs between peer-to-peer and
supervised teaming and to explore the effect of these conflicting factors.
In the second part of my study, where I perform an investigation on effectiveness
of a proactive robot assistant, I use two types of human-robot teams : Proactive
Support (PS) and No-Proactive Support (No-PS). In the Proactive Support (PS)
case, the human teammate remotely controls a robot (by providing motion com-
mands through the interaction interface) while working with autonomous robot Mary
with Proactive Support ability and in the No-Proactive Support (PS) case, the hu-
man teammate remotely controls a robot while working with autonomous robot Mary
without Proactive Support ability (but has the automated planner component alone).
In both the cases, the subjects can interact with Mary through a two way interac-
3
tive interface. There are several ways a proactive robot assistant can in fact reduce
the effectiveness of teaming. For example, it can increase the cognitive load of the
human teammate by performing actions that are unanticipated by the human. Fur-
thermore, misinterpretations and delays in goal and intent recognition due to partial
observations and limited communication can also reduce performance. I collect and
investigate both objective and subjective measures to establish the trade-offs between
PS and No-PS teams and to explore the effect of these conflicting factors.
I used the simulated urban search and rescue task [20] as the setting to conduct
both investigations. I evaluate through both the studies, how effective automated
planning technology helps the human-robot teams to move closer to human-human
teams 1 . I utilize both objective measures (like accuracy and time spent on primary
and secondary tasks, Robot Attention Demand, etc.) and a set of subjective Likert-
scale questions (on situation awareness, immediacy etc.) to investigate the trade-
offs between different types of remote human-robot teams. My results imply that
the subjects involved in the first study preferred to engage in P2P teaming than
supervised teaming. The results also suggests that P2P teaming may not reduce
mental workload in short-term tasks since it might take time to establish mutual
understanding with the robot agent in P2P team. The subjects involved in the second
study generally preferred Mary with a proactive support ability. With the proactive
support ability, the human cognitive load is indeed increased (albeit not significantly),
even though the subjects appeared to interact less with Mary. All these results of
both the studies seems to suggest that intelligent robots with automated planning
and proactive support ability are welcomed in general.
1 The work “Communication Between Teammates in Urban Search and Rescue” by Dr. Nancy
Cooke and Cade Earl Bartlett served as a baseline to establish connections between human-human
teams and human-robot teams.
4
Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
This chapter outlines the literature that is related to human-robot teaming, and
to automated planning technologies for human-robot teaming.
Fully autonomous robots are far from being an imminent reality due to their
current capability limitations. However, there is an emerging trend of teaming for
autonomous robots where human assistance is required to accomplish the tasks [1].
Having stated the necessity of human-robot teams, there are works [30] that focus
on integrating and addressing planning techniques and challenges to support effective
human-robot teaming scenarios. There are also works on human-robot collaboration
emphasising social adeptness on the robots part. A robot in a team has to reason
about human teammates intentions, beliefs, desires, and goals so that it can perform
the right actions at the appropriate time. For the human-robot team to succeed, the
robot must also communicate its own set of intents and goals to establish and maintain
a set of shared beliefs and to coordinate its actions to execute the shared plan[13].
Overall, all of these works on human-robot teams insist on the fact that for the robotic
agent to be an effective team member, it must be equipped with automated planning
technologies. However there has not been any systematic evaluation through human
factor studies on the accuracy of this claim. I evaluate this through the two human
factor studies in my thesis.
There is existing literature on two types of remote human-robot teams (super-
vised and peer-to-peer) that I consider in my first study. In supervised human-robot
interaction, human himself computes the plan to achieve the global goal, and then
directly provides motion commands through the interaction interface for the robot
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to handle. Most of the literature supports such supervised teams where the robot
is viewed as merely an intelligent tool that a human operator commands, at times
relinquishing some level of control [13]. So far in supervised human-robot teams,
the human decides the actions [26] or sub-goals [25] for the robot towards achieving
the global goal. While the robot is allowed to propose plans for the sub-goals, the
human must however interact with the robot after it achieves the current sub-goal.
In such supervised teams, during the missions, the human interacts with the robot
either through motion controllers [2, 11], or task and plan managers [12]. A compre-
hensive review of related works on supervisory human-robot teaming can be found
at [6]. In peer-to-peer teaming, the robot computes the plan to achieve the goal, and
then recommends the current action through the interaction interface to the human
agent. While there are works that incorporate general planning capability into robots
to achieve peer-to-peer human-robot teaming (e.g., [28]), there exists no empirical in-
vestigation on its influence on human-robot teaming performance and the trade-offs.
The humans may feel uncomfortable at such robot autonomy in peer-to-peer teams,
which can potentially reduce teaming performance. Empirical proofs that automa-
tion can have both positive and negative effects on human performance have been
provided in four main areas: mental workload, situation awareness, complacency and
skill degradation [22]. I compare these factors in both supervised and peer-to-peer
remote-human robot teams.
In my second study, I perform an investigation on the effectiveness of a proactive
robot assistant in remote human-robot teaming scenarios. There are several existing
works that claim that for effective human-robot teaming, it is desirable for assistive
robots to infer the goals and intents of the humans, and take proactive actions to help
them achieve their goals. When it comes to proactive support, there are many early
works on goal and intent recognition (e.g., [17, 16, 5]). More recently, a technique to
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compile the problem of plan recognition into a classical planning problem is provided
[24]. There are existing systems that combine both goal and plan recognition and
plan adaptation to achieve a proactive support ability on robots. In [15, 14], the
authors propose a cost based anticipatory adaptive action selection mechanism for a
robotic teammate to make decisions based on the confidence of the action’s validity
and relative risk. However, only repetitive tasks are considered and the task settings
are for human-robot teaming with more proximal interactions compared to that in
remote USAR scenarios. In [7], a human-aware planning paradigm is introduced
where the robot only passively interacts with the human by avoiding conflicts with
the recognized human plan. In USAR scenarios, it is also desirable for the robot
to proactively provide support to the human. A recent paper proposes a planning
for serendipity paradigm in which the authors investigate planning for stigmergic
collaboration without explicit commitments [4]. In [19], the authors propose a unified
approach to concurrent plan recognition and execution for human-robot teams, in
which they represent alternative plans for both the human and robot, thus allowing
recognition and adaptation to be performed concurrently and holistically. However,
the limitation is that the plan choices must be specified a priori instead of being
dynamically constructed based on the current goal and intent of the human. This
renders the approach impractical for real-world scenarios since even moderate number
of choices (i.e., branching factors) can make the approach infeasible. The ability of
goal and intent recognition is considered to be required for an assistive robot to be
socially acceptable [27, 7, 18, 3, 31]. While this claim is also assumed in other human-
robot teaming tasks, such as collaborative manufacturing [32] and urban search and
rescue (USAR) [29], there exists no empirical investigation on its influence on human-
robot teaming performance and the trade-offs. This motivates my second study.
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Chapter 3
HYPOTHESES
This chapter outlines the hypotheses I use to evaluate the effectiveness of auto-
mated planning technologies (planning and proactive support) in remote human-robot
teaming scenarios. For both the studies, I draw the hypotheses on the basis of limited
evidence and use them as a starting point for investigating the trade-offs between dif-
ferent types of remote human-robot teams. To test these hypotheses, I utilize both
objective measures (like accuracy and time spent on primary and secondary tasks,
Robot Attention Demand, etc.) and a set of subjective Likert-scale questions (on
situation awareness, immediacy etc.).
3.1 Hypotheses for Human Factors Analysis of Automated Planning in
Human-Robot Teaming
In my first study, where I perform an investigation on effectiveness of automated
planning in remote human-robot teaming scenarios, I compare two types of remote
human-robot teams : supervised and peer-to-peer (P2P). In supervised human-robot
interaction, human himself computes the plan to achieve the global goal, and then
directly provides motion commands through the interaction interface for the robot
to execute whereas in peer-to-peer teaming, the robot has a planning capability and
it computes the plan to achieve the goal and then recommends the current action
through the interaction interface to the human agent. I propose and investigate the
following hypotheses to evaluate the two types of team (supervised vs. P2P).
H1 Robot with a planning capability provides more natural teaming experience.
H2 Robot with a planning capability reduces human teammate’s mental workload;
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on the other hand, it also reduces situation awareness.
H3 Robot with a planning capability gradually reduces the interaction between the
human and robot.
3.2 Hypotheses for Human Factors Analysis of Proactive Support in Human-Robot
Teaming
In my second study, where I perform an investigation of the effectiveness of a
proactive robot assistant, I use two types of human-robot teams : Proactive Support
(PS) and No-Proactive Support (No-PS). In the Proactive Support (PS) case, the
human teammate remotely controls a robot (by providing motion commands through
the interaction interface) while working with autonomous robot Mary with Proactive
Support ability and in the No-Proactive Support (PS) case, the human teammate
remotely controls a robot while working with autonomous robot Mary without Proac-
tive Support ability (but has the automated planner component alone). In both the
cases, the subjects can interact with Mary through a two way interactive interface. I
propose and investigate the following hypotheses to evaluate the two types of team
(PS vs. No.PS).
H4 Autonomous robot with a proactive support (PS) ability enables more effective
teaming (e.g., less communication and more efficiency) in the given task settings.
H5 Autonomous robot with a proactive support (PS) ability increases human men-
tal workload (e.g., due to unanticipated actions from the autonomous robot).
9
Chapter 4
STUDY DESIGN
This chapter outlines the study setup, task flow and the interaction interface
designed for the remote human-robot team experiments. I use a simulated urban
search and rescue (USAR) task to conduct both the investigations. The reason for
choosing USAR tasks is that they represent remote human-robot interaction scenarios
in which task information is often incomplete (e.g., due to environmental changes
caused by disasters). In a USAR task, the human-robot teams are deployed during
early phases of an emergency response and the aim is to explore areas of the disaster
scene and provide real-time information, which is then used for situation assessment
to aid emergency management of the rescue team (e.g., places to be avoided). Such
a scenario brings in a necessity for both the human and robot agents to constantly
interact and collaborate as a team. This experimental setup helps in collecting both
objective (e.g., task performance) and subjective measures (e.g., immediacy) for both
the tasks so as to establish the trade-offs between peer-to-peer vs. supervised teaming
(in the first study) and PS vs. No-PS teaming (in the second study).
4.1 Study Design for Human Factors Analysis of Automated Planning in
Human-Robot Teaming
In my first study, I focus on comparing robot teammate with (i.e., peer-to-peer)
and without (i.e., supervised) a planning capability in human-robot teams that assist
in making situation assessments in urban search and rescue (USAR) tasks.
10
Figure 4.1: Environment used in the USAR Task with a Simulated Nao Humanoid
Robot
4.1.1 Environment
Fig. 4.1 is the simulated environment (created in Webots) used in the USAR task,
which represents the floor plan of an office building before a disaster occurs (e.g., a
fire). The environment is organized as segments, and each segment is identified by a
unique label (e.g., R11) in Fig 4.1. Furthermore, the segments that represent rooms
are grouped into four regions, with each region containing four rooms. For example,
one of the regions, denoted by R1, contains four rooms R11, R12, R13 and R14. Each
region can be accessed via a door that connects to a hallway segment and the rooms
in each region are also connected by doors. The doors are initially closed and can
be pushed open by the robot. The doors remain open after being pushed open. The
robot teammate works inside this environment and the human teammate remotely
interacts through an interface with it. The environment is designed such that no
significant computational skills are required, in order to remove the influence of these
skills on the performance.
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Figure 4.2: Example Question of the Secondary Task
4.1.2 Task Settings
The global goal of this USAR task is to report the number of casualties in as
many rooms as possible, given a certain amount of time. This is to simulate that
the human-robot teams only have a limited amount of time to perform the situation
assessment in a disaster response scenario. The robot starts in the position that
is indicated by a red circle in Fig. 4.1. In this task, both the human and robot
have access to the floor plan before the disaster, and hence both can independently
determine the ordering in which they plan the rooms to be reported.
Meanwhile, the incomplete task information can be a result of blocked doors
and other environmental changes. To simulate this incompleteness, doors inside the
regions (which connect adjacent rooms) are designed in such a way that some of them
are blocked. Note that the room with a blocked door would be accessible by the other
door, so that it would still be of interest to report it. Information regarding which
doors may be blocked is provided to the human teammate after the task starts to
simulate information coming from other sources (e.g., monitoring cameras or other
human operators). The same information remains unknown to the robot teammate,
which represents information that is inaccessible to the robot teammate. Although
the robot can learn this information by pushing the door and failing, this can reduce
the teaming performance.
While the human teammate needs to interact with the robot to mitigate the
influence of the information asymmetry, the human must also process and analyze
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information from the robot teammate and other sources (e.g., other human operators),
such that the human may not have time to micro-manage the robot. To simulate this,
the human is also assigned to a secondary task. This secondary task involves solving
three-dimensional visualization puzzles (see Fig. 4.2 for an example). These puzzles
require only basic visualization skills and reasoning abilities. The performance of the
team is evaluated on both the primary and secondary tasks.
4.1.3 Interface Design
To create a more realistic USAR environment, the human teammate only has
access to the visual feeds from the robot teammate. In other words, the human
can only observe the part of the environment from the robot teammate’s eyes (i.e.,
cameras). The interaction interface with the robot is shown in Fig. 4.3.
The interaction interface between the human and robot teammates are the same
for the robot with or without a planning capability. In both cases, the robot team-
mate would display a list of applicable actions that it can perform given the current
state. However, note that the level of automation [23] that can be supported varies
between these two cases. In the first case (robot with a planning capability), the
robot teammate knows exactly the sequence of actions to achieve the global goal; in
the second case, the robot teammate can only filter out actions that are not applicable
given the current state.
In particular, in the first case, while the robot provides the list of applicable actions
given the current state, it also highlights the next action in the plan (for achieving the
global goal), which is computed by the robot using its planning capability. The robot
computes this action by creating a plan that satisfies all remaining goals (each room
that is not reported is a remaining goal). Note that the next action in the plan must
be in the list of applicable actions. Although the robot’s next action is highlighted,
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Figure 4.3: Interaction Interface in the USAR Task
the human teammate is free to interact with the robot teammate to choose any action
from the list of applicable actions.
Every time that an action is completed by the robot, the interaction interface alerts
the human teammate (i.e., by playing a beeping sound), and provides 10 seconds for
the human to interact with the robot. If the human does not interact with the robot
within 10 seconds, in the first case, the robot executes the next action in its plan; in
the second case, the robot simply continues to wait. If the human teammate interacts
with the robot, the robot teammate would execute the action chosen by the human
teammate. This process is repeated until the given time elapses.
4.1.4 Study Setup and Flow
The experiment was set up in our lab space. Participants were assigned alterna-
tively to team up with either a robot with a planning capability or a robot without
in the USAR task. Each participant is only allowed to take part in one experimental
trial to avoid performance fluctuation due to experience. All participants completed
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Figure 4.4: Experimental Setup in the USAR Task
the consent form (Appendix A) before participating in the study. Prior to each
run, the participant was asked to read the instruction materials (Appendix C) . The
participant was then exposed to the simulator and the interface, and was asked to
experiment with them to gain some familiarity.
During each of the actual trials, a map of the simulation environment (as shown in
Fig. 4.1) was provided to the participant, in order to provide the situation awareness
of the initial state (i.e., robot initial position in the map). The participant was also
provided with the secondary task questions (Appendix B) and a separate answer sheet
to fill in the responses. The participant was asked to collaborate with the robot to
report as many rooms as possible within 20 minutes. In addition to interacting with
the robot teammate to report rooms, the participant was also instructed to work
on the secondary task, and was informed that the teaming performance would be
evaluated based on both the tasks 1 (primary and secondary). After one minute into
the run, the extra information (regarding which doors were blocked) was given to the
participant. Each trial ended when the given time elapsed. Finally, the participant
1The participants were informed that performing both the tasks were equally important
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Figure 4.5: (a) Simulated Environment for the USAR Task. (b) The environment
(from Robot X’s Cameras) that the Human Subject actually sees.
completed the post-task questionnaire as shown in Appendix E (in Likert scale) that
was designed to qualitatively evaluate various human-robot interaction aspects.
Fig. 4.4 shows the experiment setup in one of the trials.
4.2 Study Design for Human Factors Analysis of Proactive Support in
Human-Robot Teaming
In my second study, I focus on comparing robot teammate (’Mary’) with and
without a proactive support capability in human-robot teams that assist in making
situation assessments and rescue missions in urban search and rescue (USAR) tasks.
4.2.1 Environment
Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the simulated environment (created in Webots) in the USAR
task, which represents the floor plan of an office building where a disaster occurs (e.g.,
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a fire). Fig. 4.5 (b) is the visual feedback from the remotely controlled robot (i.e.,
robot X) that the human subject actually sees. The environment is organized as
segments, and each segment is identified by a unique label (e.g., R01). Furthermore,
the segments are grouped into four regions:
• Medical kit storage region (represented by segments starting with ‘S’)
• Casualty search region (starting with ‘R’)
• Medical room region where treatment (or triage) is performed (starting with
‘M’)
• Hallway region (starting with ‘H’)
Each region can be accessed via a door that connects to a hallway segment and R
regions are further divided into rooms that are also connected by doors. The doors
are initially closed and can be pushed open by the robots. The doors remain open
after being pushed open. Both the remotely-controlled robot (denoted by ‘X’) and
Mary work inside this environment. There are two networked CCTV cameras that
Mary can obtain observations from and the field of views of these cameras are also
shown in Fig. 4.5 (a).
4.2.2 Task Settings
The overall team goal is to find and treat all the casualties in the environment,
which includes searching for casualties in the R regions, carrying casualties to medical
rooms, fetching medical kits and performing triages. In Fig. 4.5 (a), the two colored
boxes (i.e., red and blue) in R regions represent casualties and the white boxes in S
regions represent medical kits.
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There are two constraints imposed on the agents:
1) either robot X or Mary can carry only one medical kit or one casualty at one time.
2) The medical triage operation can only be performed by robot X (controlled by
the human) which is simulated by making the human subjects solve a few puzzle
problems (see Fig. 4.2 for an example) in 2 minutes.
Out of the two casualties, it is assumed that one is critically injured (i.e., the red
box in R02) who should be treated immediately after being found. The other one is
lightly injured (i.e., the blue box in R05). It is also assumed that a medical room can
only accommodate one casualty and each medical kit can only be used towards one
casualty.
To give an overview, in the simulated USAR task, the human and intelligent robot
(i.e., Mary) share the same set of candidate goals (i.e., subtasks), and the overall team
goal is to achieve them all (which will be distributed among the human and Mary).
These goals are not independent of each other. In particular, the priorities of goals
are dependent on which goals are achieved in the current situation. Given these
task settings, the main aim is to investigate the influence of a proactive support (PS)
ability on a robot. Here two cases are compared: Mary (i.e., the intelligent robot) has
a PS ability and Mary does not have this ability. During the task execution, in both
cases, Mary chooses her own goal to maximize the teaming performance accordingly
to the human’s current goal. When Mary does not have a proactive support ability,
she can only know the human’s current goal when the human explicitly communicates
it to her. When Mary has this ability, if the human does not inform Mary of his/her
current goal, 2 Mary can infer it based on her observations. To summarize, Mary
in both cases can adapt to human goals while Mary with a PS ability can adapt in
2 In both cases, when the human (optionally) informs Mary of his/her current goal, it is used
directly by Mary assuming that this information is accurate.
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a more “proactive” fashion (hence proactive support). Finally, in both cases, Mary
has an automated planner (see a brief description below) that can create a plan to
achieve her current goal and she can autonomously execute the plan.
4.2.3 Interface Design
In this USAR task, the human subject needs to manually control robot X while
interacting with an autonomous robot - Mary. To create a more realistic USAR
environment, the human subject only has access to the visual feeds from robot X. In
other words, the human subject can only observe the part of the environment from
robot X’s “eyes” (i.e., two cameras, one mounted above the other).
The interaction interface between the human subject and robot X is shown in
Fig. 4.7. More specifically, robot X displays a list of applicable actions that it can
perform given the current state. The human subject interacts with robot X to choose
an action from the list of applicable actions. When the chosen action is completed by
X, the interaction interface displays the next set of actions. This process is repeated
until the task is finished (i.e., all the casualties are found and treated). Following
are the list of all possible action types that the human can choose. Compare the
list with that shown in Fig 4.7. This interface also allows the human subject to
optionally inform Mary about his/her current goal so that Mary can remove it from
consideration and adapt her goal accordingly when necessary.
• move X H01 H02 - Move robot X from hallway segment H01 to hallway segment
H02.
• pushdoor X R01 R02 - Push the door between room R01 and room R02.
• grab medkit X S01 - Grab the medical kit from storage room S01.
• carry casualty X R01 - Carry the casualty at room R05.
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Figure 4.6: Interaction Modes between the Human Subject and Mary.
• drop medkit X M01 - Drop the medical kit in medical room M01.
• lay down casualty X M01 - Lay down the casualty in medical room M01.
• perform triage X M01 - Perform medical triage in medical room M01.
• Press ‘i’ - Inform Mary about the human subject’s current or intended goal.
(A list of all remaining candidate goals will be displayed to be chosen.)
For example, lay down casualty X M01 is only available when there is no other
casualties in medical room M01; perform triage X M01 is only available when there
is a casualty and a medical kit in M01.
The different interaction modes between the human subject and Mary is shown
in Fig. 4.6. The interaction interface between the human subject and Mary is shown
in Fig. 4.8. This interface is first used by Mary to update the human subject about
her current goal. When the human subject wants to take over the goal that Mary is
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Figure 4.7: Interaction Interface between the Human Subject and Robot X.
Figure 4.8: Interaction Interface between the Human Subject and Mary.
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acting to achieve, this interface is also used to display the choices (to be selected by
the human subject) for Mary to terminate her current (uncompleted) goal.
4.2.4 Study Setup and Flow
The study was set up in our lab space, similar to that shown in Fig. 4.4. Before
the beginning of the task, the human subject is given the floor plan without the
annotations of the casualties (i.e., colored boxes). Furthermore, the human subject is
informed that there are two casualties (that cannot move) and they are located inside
the casualty search regions. However, no information about their exact locations is
provided (i.e., which rooms the casualties are in). The human subject is also informed
that the casualty that is represented by a red box is seriously injured, and should be
treated as soon as possible. Note that Mary has no more information than the human
subject. The remotely controlled robot X and Mary start in the same segment H01,
which is specified by the green arrows.
Subjects were assigned alternately to team up with either Mary with a PS ability
or without. Each subject is only allowed to take part in one experimental trial to
avoid performance fluctuation due to experience. All subjects completed the consent
form before participating in the study. Prior to each run, the subject was asked to
read the instruction materials that contain the background knowledge and the above
information. The subject was then exposed to the simulator and the interface and
was asked to experiment with them to gain some familiarity. The subject was asked
to collaborate with Mary to find and treat the two casualties. After the trial, the
subject was asked to complete a questionnaire (in Likert scale).
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Figure 4.9: Components of Human-Robot Teams with Proactive Support Ability
4.2.5 Example Scenario
Consider a scenario in which the human subject found the critically injured ca-
sualty and the current goal (GX) of the human subject becomes ‘bring the critically
injured casualty to the top medical room in Fig. 4.5:
goal(X,‘bring the critically injured casualty to the top medical room’)
= { (at critically injured casualty M01)}
However, assume that the human subject failed to inform Mary of his/her current
goal. Also, assume the following states for the medical kits: {(at med kit 1 S01),
(at med kit 2 S04)}, and that Mary at that time is still searching the casualties in
the other casualty search region. When robot X enters the field of view of the
CCTV cameras the action and state of X are detected by the cameras and are fed
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to Mary as observations. In this example, some of robot X’s actions, such as {(move
X H02 H03), (move X H04 H08)} will be observed by Mary, which triggers the goal
and intent recognition process. After computing the probability distribution Θ for all
goals in the candidate goal set for the human, the goal that has the higher probability
(and falls above a pre-specified threshold) is assumed to be the current goal of the
human (GX), which in this case is ‘bring the critically injured casualty to
the top medical room’. Mary now knows that the critically injured casualty has
been found and can remove this goal from her own candidate goal set.
Furthermore, given this information, Mary recomputes the priorities of the re-
maining goals in the current situation and adapts her goal accordingly. In particular,
although the searching task is still undergoing, Mary realizes that in this case helping
the human subject by bringing a medical kit to M01 would achieve a better utility
for the team. Note that should the casualty found by the human subject be lightly
injured instead, Mary would decide to continue her search; also, should the casualty
found by the human subject be lightly injured but the critically injured casualty has
already been treated, Mary would choose to help the human fetch the medical kit.
Note also that in the case that Mary does not have a PS ability, the above update can
only occur in a timely manner if the human subject chooses to inform Mary about
his/her current goal. In our running example, the goal that Mary chooses is:
goal(GM,‘bring med kit 1 to the top medical room’) = {(at med kit 1 M01)}
Having chosen her current goal GM , Mary then uses an automated planner to gen-
erate a plan (ΠM) that achieves the goal. Meanwhile, Mary will update the human
subject with her current goal. Assuming that Mary is at segment H01 at the time,
the following plan would be generated:
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ΠM = 〈(pushdoor Mary H01 S03),
(move Mary H01 S03),
(move Mary S03 S04),
(grab medkit Mary S04),
(move Mary S04 S03),
(move Mary S03 H01),
(move Mary H01 H02),
(move Mary H02 H03),
(move Mary H03 H04),
(move Mary H04 H08),
(pushdoor Mary H08 M02),
(move Mary H08 M02),
(move Mary M02 M01),
(drop medkit Mary M01)〉
Note that various other scenarios can arise in this task, which may not always favor
Mary with a PS ability. For example, the human subject may decide to deliver the
medical kits to the medical rooms even before finding any casualties. or the human
subject may walk robot X to the medical room empty-handed. These can confuse the
goal and intent recognition process on Mary and lead to reduced teaming performance.
Although not all of these scenarios occurred during the experimental study, they
demonstrate the conflicting factors for proactive support in human-robot teaming
tasks. Fig. 4.9 shows the complete component setup that Mary (the autonomous
robot with proactive support) has in a human-robot teaming scenaio.
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4.3 Components used in both the Studies
4.3.1 Automated Planner Component
In both of the settings, a task or subtask is compiled into a problem instance for
an automated planner to solve. The planner creates a plan by connecting an initial
state to a goal state using agent actions. A planning problem can be specified using
a planning domain definition language (PDDL) [10]. I use the extension of PDDL
described in [9] to model the USAR domain. Using an automated planner allows an
agent to reason directly about the goal.
4.3.2 Goal and Intent Recognition Component
To recognize the human intents and goals, assuming that humans are rational,
I use an off the shelf Goal and Intent Recognition technique in [24]. In my second
study, Mary (completely autonomous robot) maintains a belief of the human’s cur-
rent goal (denoted by GX) as a hypothesis goal set ΨX , in which ΨX corresponds to
all remaining candidate goals. Given a sequence of observations θ that are obtained
periodically from sensors (on Mary or fixed in the environment), the probability dis-
tribution Θ over G ∈ ΨX is recomputed using a Bayesian update P (G|θ) ∝ P (θ|G),
where the prior is approximated by the function P (θ|G) = 1/(1 + e−β∆(G,θ)) in which
∆(G, θ) = Cp(G−θ) − Cp(G+θ). Cp(G+θ) and Cp(G−θ) represent the cost of the
optimal plan to achieve G with and without the observation of θ, respectively. Hav-
ing known the probability distribution Θ, the goal that has the highest probability
is assumed to be the current goal of the human. This goal is correspondingly taken
out of the consideration of Mary and Mary then adapts her current goal if necessary
(from her remaining goals) to optimize the teaming performance. Mary then makes
a plan using an automated planner described previously to achieve her current goal.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS
This chapter outlines the way in which I evaluate and investigate both objective
and subjective performance measures to establish the trade-offs between different
types of remote human-robot teams. The participants recruited for this human fac-
tor study were on-campus students. Due to the requirement of understanding English
instructions, participants must indicate that they are confident with English commu-
nication skills before taking part in the study. I used both objective measures (like
task efficiency, accuracy and time spent, etc.) and subjective Likert scale post-study
questionnaire to evaluate the areas that are often used to assess automated systems
like mental workload, situation awareness and complacency. Furthermore, I also used
the questionnaire to evaluate subject assessments of the robots immediacy, effective-
ness, likability and trust.
5.1 Results for Human Factors Analysis of Automated Planning in Human-Robot
Teaming
This study was performed over 4 weeks (each) and involved 19 volunteers (11
males, 8 females). Volunteers had ages with M = 24.47 and SD = 1.07. The par-
ticipants were asked about their familiarity with computers, robots, puzzle problems
and computer games in seven-point scales (with 1 being least familiar and 7 being
most familiar) after the study. As you can see from the Table 5.1, in this study,
the participants reported familiarity with computers, but not so much with robots,
puzzles for the secondary task or computer gaming.
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Study 1
Familiarity with Mean SD
Computers 6.68 0.48
Robots 2.74 0.73
Puzzle problems 3.58 1.02
Computer games 3.79 1.18
Table 5.1: Study 1 - Participants Familiarity with Computers, Robots, Puzzle Prob-
lems and Computer Games
Figure 5.1: Results for Objective Performance and Measures.
5.1.1 Objective Performance
I first investigate the objective performance and measures. The performance of
the human-robot teaming is evaluated both on the primary task and secondary task.
The primary task is evaluated based on the number of rooms reported in the given
20 minutes. The secondary task is evaluated based on the number of puzzles that the
participant answered correctly and incorrectly.
Primary Task
For evaluating the primary task performance, I added a third type of robot: robot with
a planning capability but without interaction (P2P-NI). Note that a P2P-NI robot
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can still achieve the task alone in the USAR scenario, although the performance would
be degraded due to the incomplete task information. I ran the P2P-NI robot 3 times
for 20 minutes each. The variance for the runs is small. Comparison with this type of
robot is used (as a baseline) to determine whether human-robot team having a robot
with a planner improves efficiency over a planning robot performing alone (without
any human intervention). The analysis of variance shows a significant difference on
the performance metric for the primary task, F (2, 19) = 19.56, p < 0.001. The result
is also presented in Fig. 5.1. We can also see that the robot without a planning
capability did not perform better than the P2P-NI robot performing alone, but the
variance with interaction is larger in the USAR task.
Secondary Task & Mental Workload
The secondary task performance was evaluated based on both the time spent on the
task and the accuracy. To discourage participants from guessing the answers to the
puzzle questions, they were told that each incorrect answer would cost them half of the
score of the question (i.e., taken out of the scores they obtained from correct answers).
Furthermore, the robot attention demand (RAD) [8] was also evaluated, which is the
percentage of the participant’s time dedicated to human-robot interaction. RAD is
often used as an indicator for mental workload. The results are also presented in
Fig. 5.1. This analysis showed significant differences on these performance metrics
and measures, F (1, 17) = 10.43, p < 0.01 for secondary task accuracy, F (1, 17) =
32.35, p < 0.001 for time spent on the secondary task, and F (1, 17) = 9.35, p < 0.01
for RAD.
Another note is about the relationship between RAD and Fan out [8]. Fan out
determines the maximum number of robots that a human can simultaneously interact
with (which is calculated as 1/RAD). In this USAR task scenario, I have this mea-
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Figure 5.2: Results for Skipped Actions. The Task Execution was split into 2-
minute Time Frames, and the Differences were Tested between any two Consecutive
Frames. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗ denotes p < 0.01.
sure for robot with a planning capability and without as 2.30 and 1.66, respectively,
showing that it is easier to manage robots with a planning capability.
Skipped Actions
The skipped actions measure is computed as the number of actions that the human
teammate failed to interact with the robot with a planning capability within 10s.
In such cases, the robot would execute the next action in the plan. Here, I test
my hypothesis H3 (Robot with a planning capability gradually reduces the interaction
between the human and robot.) about the change of interaction time during the task.
For supervised human-robot teaming, given that the human needs to constantly guide
the robots via action or sub-goal selection, the RAD would remain relatively stable.
However, when the human teammate works with a robot that understands how to
(accurately) perform the task by itself, it is anticipated that the human teammate
would learn about this and gradually reduce the time he/she spends to interact with
the robot thus increasing the number of skipped actions. This may also be one of the
most significant differences between peer-to-peer teaming and supervised teaming.
On the other hand, similar to the fact that high level automation can reduce sit-
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Figure 5.3: Results for Subjective Measures. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗ denotes p <
0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ denotes p < 0.001.
uation awareness (or even cause skill degradation), I also anticipate the decrease of
situation awareness (H2). This hypothesis is investigated in subjective measures fol-
lowing next. Fig. 5.2 shows the change of skipped actions during the task execution,
split into 2-minute time frames. My analysis shows significant differences between
the consecutive time frames using student’s t-test. Fig. 5.2 is partially consistent
with H3 until approaching the end the task, in which the number of skipped actions
reduces (thus interaction increases). This shows that the human teammate preferred
to interact more as the time ran out, potentially as an approach to improving perfor-
mance.
5.1.2 Subjective Performance
In this section, I investigate the subjective performance based on the questionnaire
(17 questions in total). For these 17 questions, I categorize them into 8 different
(partially overlapping) groups: mental workload (4 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.71),
situation awareness (3 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.69), complacency (2 items, Cronbach’s
α = 0.75). Furthermore, I also use the questionnaire to evaluate several psychological
distances between the human and robot teammates, which include immediacy (4
items, Cronbach’s α = 0.86), effectiveness (4 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.77), likability
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(3 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.70), and trust (4 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.82) of the
robots. I also include the improvability (3 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.69).
Immediacy describes the participant’s feeling about how engaging the robot is.
Effectiveness describes the participant’s feeling about how effective the robot is as a
team- mate. Likability describes how likable the participant feels about the robot.
Trust describes whether the participant feels that the robot is trustworthy. I also
collect participants’ opinions on whether they think that the robot should be improved
(i.e., improvability). One-way fixed-effects ANOVA tests were performed to analyze
the objective performance and measures, as well as the subjective questions. The fixed
factor in the tests is the type of the robot, which is either a robot with a planning
capability (i.e., peer-to-peer or P2P) or without (i.e., supervised).
The answers to the questions are in seven-point scales. The results are presented
accumulatively in Fig. 5.3.
Mental Workload
For mental workload, I include questions that inquire about the ease of working
with the robot, and questions to rate the participant’s workload to interact with the
robot. My analysis does not find any significant difference (p = 0.98). This is an
interesting result: although the participants working with a robot with a planning
capability experienced increased teaming performance, the participants did not feel
any difference about the mental workload, when compared to participants working
with a robot without a planning capability. This result is inconsistent with H1, which
may be due to following reason. Given that the participants were not told to follow
the plan actions selected by the robot with a planning capability, it seemed that most
humans would prefer to rely on themselves at the beginning nonetheless. This may
be a result of the lack of trust in the robot for handling the task initially. Although
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this effect seems to be consistent with that shown in Fig. 5.2, I cannot make a solid
claim to support my hypotheses out of this null finding or null result which suggests
that no effect was detected but may exist.
Situation Awareness
For situation awareness, I include questions that inquire about the awareness of the
positions of the robot, and the understanding of the robot actions during the task.
My analysis does not show a significant difference (F (1, 17) = 3.50, p = 0.454). This
result is inconsistent with H2. This may be partially due to the fact that the selected
action of the robot during the task execution provided situation awareness to the
human teammate, since the same action is also likely to be chosen by the human in
the same situation, given the common goal.
Complacency
For complacency, I include questions about the comfort and ease of the teaming. My
analysis shows that F (1, 17) = 56.82, p < 0.001. This is consistent with the objective
performance and measures, and H1, which shows that the human generally feels more
satisfied working with a robot with a planning capability.
Immediacy, Effectiveness, Likability & Trust
For immediacy, I include questions about how useful the participant felt about the in-
teraction, about the robot as a teammate, and how much the participant felt that the
robot shared the same motivation and common goal. My analysis shows a significant
difference - F (1, 17) = 13.17, p < 0.001.
For effectiveness, I include questions about the perceived effectiveness of the team,
the robot, and whether or not the participant felt that the robot sometimes performed
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unexpectedly. My analysis shows a significant difference - F (1, 17) = 33.64, p < 0.001.
For likability, I include questions about both the ease and comfort, whether the
participant felt that the interaction between them was effective, and whether the
robot took initiatives to achieve the common goal. My analysis shows a significant
difference - F (1, 17) = 28.92, p < 0.001.
For trust, I include questions about the evaluation of the robot performance, and
how much the participant felt that they worked as a real team (instead of a supervised
team). My analysis shows a significant difference - F (1, 17) = 71.57, p < 0.001. These
results are consistent with H1.
Improvability
For improvability, I include questions about how much the participant felt that the
robot could be improved, and how the participant evaluated the robot performance
and interaction. My analysis does not show a significant difference for improvability
(p = 0.06). The reason for this result could be that there were no expectations
from the participants on how the robots should perform in such tasks, given their
unfamiliarity with the task and robots.
5.2 Results for Human Factors Analysis of Proactive Support in Human-Robot
Teaming
This study was performed over 4 weeks (each) and involved 16 volunteers (9 males,
7 females). Volunteers had ages with M = 24 and SD = 1.15. The participants were
asked about their familiarity with computers, robots, puzzle problems and computer
games in seven-point scales (with 1 being least familiar and 7 being most familiar)
after the study. As you can see from the Table 5.2, in the second study, the partici-
pants reported familiarity with computers, but not so much with robots, puzzles for
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the secondary task or computer gaming.
Study 2
Familiarity with Mean SD
Computers 6.56 0.63
Robots 4.19 0.91
Puzzle problems 3.19 0.83
Computer games 4.69 1.49
Table 5.2: Study 2 - Participants Familiarity with Computers, Robots, Puzzle Prob-
lems and Computer Games
5.2.1 Objective Performance
I first investigate the objective performance and measures. The overall perfor-
mance (presented in in Fig. 5.4) is evaluated based on the total time taken for the
team to find and treat the critically injured casualty, and the total time taken for the
team to finish the entire task (i.e., find and treat both casualties). It is interesting
to observe that while there is a significant difference between PS and No-PS for the
time taken to complete the entire USAR task (F (1, 14) = 8.34, p < 0.01), I do not
find any significant difference for treating the critically injured casualty. This may be
due to the fact that humans are proficient in prioritizing goals. However, this may
negatively impact the teaming performance since the subject may more often choose
to neglect the help of Mary when he/she does not feel comfortable with entrusting
Mary with important goals. This conjecture is also consistent with the results in Fig.
5.5, which is discussed next.
I provide a more detailed analysis of task performance in Fig. 5.5. I compare
the average number of times the subject stopped Mary from executing her current
goal and the average number of times the subject had goal conflicts with Mary. The
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Figure 5.4: Results for Objective Performance and Measures. ∗ denotes p < 0.05,
∗∗ denotes p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ denotes p < 0.001.
Figure 5.5: Results for Task Performance and Measures. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗
denotes p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ denotes p < 0.001.
results show that these numbers are generally smaller for the PS case but I did not find
any significant difference. However, I did find a significant difference for the average
number of times the subject informed his/her goal to Mary (F (1, 14) = 18.27, p <
0.001). This shows that the subject felt less necessity to inform Mary in the PS
case. There is also a significant difference in the number of goal updates the subject
received from Mary (F (1, 14) = 7.58, p < 0.05), This confirms that Mary changed her
goal less frequently in the PS case.
I also compare the accuracy of the puzzle problems for the triage operations. To
discourage subjects from guessing the answers to the puzzle questions, they were told
that each incorrect answer would give them negative scores. My analysis, interest-
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Figure 5.6: Results for Subjective Measures. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗ denotes p <
0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ denotes p < 0.001.
ingly, shows a significant difference on this performance measure (F (1, 14) = 4.64, p <
0.01), which suggests that the human mental workload may have been reduced in the
PS case, which is not consistent with the second hypothesis (i.e., H4). Furthermore,
as I show in the evaluation of subjective measures, this interpretation contradicts
with the results there.
5.2.2 Subjective Performance
In this section, I investigate the subjective performance based on the questionnaire
(23 questions in total). For these 23 questions, I categorize them into 8 different (par-
tially overlapping) groups. This includes 3 groups for evaluating automation: mental
workload (3 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.713), situation awareness (1 item), and com-
placency (2 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.769). Furthermore, I also evaluate several psy-
chological distances between the human subject and environment (including Mary),
which include immediacy (1 item), effectiveness (7 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.724), lika-
bility (1 item), and trust (3 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.871). I also include improvability
(1 item). The answers to the questions are in seven-point scales. Immediacy describes
how realistic the subject felt about the task and Mary. Effectiveness describes the
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subjects feeling about how effective the subject considered Mary as a teammate. Lik-
ability describes how likable the subject felt about Mary. Trust describes whether
the subject felt that Mary was trustworthy. We also collect the subjects opinions
on whether they considered that Mary should be improved (i.e., improvability). One
way fixed-effects ANOVA tests were performed to analyze the objective performance
and measures, as well as the subjective questions. The fixed factor in the tests is the
type of Mary, the intelligent robot, which is either Mary with a PS ability or without
(denoted by No-PS).
The results are presented accumulatively in Fig. 5.6.
Mental Workload
For mental workload, I include questions that inquire about the ease of working
with Mary, and questions to rate the subject’s mental workload to interact with
Mary during the task. Although my analysis does not find any significant difference
(p = 0.404), the subjects still reported some difference in their mental workloads.
This is an interesting result that confirms my hypothesis (i.e., H5): although the
PS ability enables more effect human-robot teaming, it also tends to increase the
human mental workload at the same time. It is also worth noting that even though
the subjects in the PS case reported increased mental workload, they also tended to
perform well on the puzzle problems. This may be due to the fact that subjects felt
less necessity to communicate with Mary and thus can concentrate more on these
problems.
Situation Awareness
For situation awareness, I include questions that inquire about whether the subject
felt that he/she had enough information to determine what the next goal should
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be. My analysis does not show a significant difference (F (1, 14) = 2.78, p = 0.35),
although the subjects reported slightly more situation awareness in the No-PS case,
which is consistent with the side effects of automation in general. Although the
number of updates for the No-PS case was significantly more than that for the PS
case, the fact that situation awareness of the subject was not reduced much in the
PS case is encouraging. I attribute this to the fact that the subject still needed to
occasionally interact with Mary when they had goals conflicts, and the subject could
gain situation awareness through such interactions.
Complacency
For complacency, I include questions about the comfort and ease of the teaming, as
well as how well the subject felt about their performance in the task. My analysis
shows a significant difference (F (1, 14) = 11.29, p < 0.001). This is consistent with the
objective performance and measures, which shows that the human subject generally
felt more satisfied and confident working with Mary in the PS case. This is important
for human-robot teaming.
Immediacy, Effectiveness, Likability & Trust
For immediacy, I include questions about how much the subject considered the sim-
ulated task as a realistic USAR task, and Mary as a teammate. My analysis shows a
significant difference (F (1, 14) = 11.63, p < 0.001) with the mean difference directed
positively towards the team with proactive support abilitya and is consistent with my
prior results.
For effectiveness, I include questions about the perceived effectiveness of the team,
the balance of workload between the team members, and whether or not the sub-
ject felt that Mary performed expectedly. My analysis shows a significant difference
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(F (1, 14) = 6.57, p < 0.05). This result suggests that the human subjects perceived
an increase in teaming effectiveness when working with the robot having a proactive
support ability.
For likability, I include questions about whether the subject felt that Mary was
a good teammate. My analysis shows a significant difference (F (1, 14) = 23.26, p <
0.001), which suggests that the subjects preferred Mary with a PS ability for teaming.
For trust, I include questions about the evaluation of the Mary’s trustworthiness
with the assignments (or tasks) she took and with her updates during the task. My
analysis did not show any significant difference with F (1, 14) = 3.78, p = 0.072,
although subjects in the PS case reported slightly higher trust.
Improvability
For improvability, I include questions about how much the subject felt that Mary
could be improved, and how the subject evaluated his/her interaction with Mary.
My analysis shows a significant difference for improvability with F (1, 14) = 17.80, p <
0.001, which, again, suggests that the subjects preferred Mary with a PS ability.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter concludes my thesis by summarizing the contributions of both the studies
and finally considering some of the current limitations and listing some avenues via
which this work may be gainfully extended in the future .
6.1 Summary of Contributions
In the first study, I perform an investigation on effectiveness of automated planning
in such remote human-robot teaming scenarios. My results show that, in general, the
human teammates prefer to work in peer-to-peer teaming. However, my results show
that peer- to-peer teaming may not reduce mental workload in short term tasks.
This is understandable since working with a proactive teammate may require more
interactions at the beginning. Once a mutual understanding is established, I speculate
that the mental workload would be reduced. Furthermore, I also show that the
situation awareness is not significantly reduced in peer-to-peer teaming. This seems
to suggest that providing “recommended actions” may also be used as a way to reduce
the negative influence of automation. In summary, my results from first study are
partially consistent with my hypotheses:
H1 Robot with a planning capability provides more natural teaming experience.
CONSISTENT
H2 Robot with a planning capability reduces human teammate’s mental workload;
on the other hand, it also reduces situation awareness. NULL RESULTS
H3 Robot with a planning capability gradually reduces the interaction between the
human and robot. CONSISTENT
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In general, the subjects in the first study preferred to to engage in peer-to-peer
teaming than supervised teaming.
In the second part of my study, I performed an investigation on effectiveness of a
proactive robot assistant in remote human-robot teaming scenarios. My results show
that, in general, the human teammates prefer to work with a robot that has a PS
ability. However, my results also show that teaming with PS robots also increases the
humans cognitive load, albeit not significantly. This is understandable since working
with a proactive teammate may require more interactions and/or mental modeling
on the human side in order to achieve better teaming performance. Furthermore, I
also show that situation awareness when working with robots with a PS ability is
not significantly reduced compared to working with robots without it. This seems
to suggest that intelligent robots with a proactive support ability are welcomed in
general. In summary, my results from the second study are mostly consistent with
my hypotheses:
H4 Autonomous robot with a proactive support (PS) ability enables more effective
teaming (e.g., less communication and more efficiency) in the given task settings.
CONSISTENT
H5 Autonomous robot with a proactive support (PS) ability increases human men-
tal workload (e.g., due to unanticipated actions from the autonomous robot). NULL
RESULTS
In general, the subjects preferred Mary (the autonomous robot) with a proactive
support ability.
The overall summary that is obtained from both the studies is that, human sub-
jects preferred to engage with robot teammates equipped with automated planning
technologies. Subjects from both the studies reported an increase in mental work-
load (cognitive load) while working with a robot equipped with automated planning
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technologies. However the increase was not so significant. Subjects also reported re-
duced situation awareness when working with a robot that had automated planning
technologies built in it. However the decrease was not so significant either.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
One of the most obvious limitations of the first study is the simplicity of the
planning domain model, which is a result of the simplification of the USAR task
scenario that I considered. In particular, the USAR task scenario that I use to
test my hypotheses involves only three types of actions: Move, Push and Report.
Although these actions can be considered as abstract actions that involve complex
action sequences, real-world USAR and other scenarios often involve significantly
more actions. This can cause delays for the planning capability on the robot, which
needs to be investigated. The future work would involve designing a more complex
task domain, which also implies that the sub-goals would be more difficult to identify.
Another interesting angle is the study of human-robot interaction with one human
and multiple robots. I briefly discussed about the fan out measure. An interesting
study is to investigate how to design teaming protocols, in order to increase the
maximum number of robots that a human can interact with in a given scenario.
In my second study, to maintain the generality of this task, I only introduced a
few necessary simplifications. However, given the richness of USAR scenarios, more
in depth studies are required to generalize the conclusions to scenarios where the task
and robot settings largely differ. Note that a framework to achieve general proactive
support can be arbitrarily complex depending on the task and level of support that is
needed. For example, there always exists information incompleteness (through task
specifications, etc..) in USAR scenario as demonstrated through the first part of
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my study. The same scenario (blocked doors) can be applied to my second study
as well. Information incompleteness introduces misinterpretations in observations for
the goal and intent recognition component which would bring up more interesting
results. The results of the second part my study were largely dependent on the fact
that the subject’s cognitive load is not increased significantly, which may or may not
change when the human needs to adapt to the robot’s action more frequently in more
complex tasks (tasks with incomplete information), and more communication may be
needed. More investigations need to be conducted in such scenarios where the task
and robot settings largely differ.
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APPENDIX B
THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION PUZZLES USED IN SECONDARY
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APPENDIX C
USER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
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APPENDIX D
ENVIRONMENT MAP (PARTICIPANT USE ONLY)
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Figure D.1: Environment Map used by Participants in Study 1
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Figure D.2: Environment Map used by Participants in Study 2
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APPENDIX E
POST-TASK QUESTIONNAIRE
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